
June 3, 2020 

This shipment is being returned to Guns.com (GDC), a fully licensed gun dealer located in Minnesota. 
Please see below as Guns.com and all subsidiary accounts have a 2Day Air waiver for handgun shipping. 
This will include a prepaid label for handguns to be dropped at UPS Customer Counters as per their 
agreement. Please see the excerpt from the GDC/UPS agreement. 

Guns.com 

12256 Nicollet Ave. 

Burnsville, :MN 55337 

Subject: Letter Agreement: 

Exception to Permit Handgun Shipments Via UPS 2nd Day Air® 

Guns.com ("Customer") has requested that United Parcel Service, Inc. ("UPS") provide to it carrier 
transportation services for the transportation of Handguns (as defined below) from and to points within 
the United States, via UPS 2nd Day Air@ service. Customer acknowledges that UPS does not usually 
provide UPS 2nd Day Air@ service for packages containing Handguns on the terms set forth below, and 
agrees to do so in reliance on Customer's representation that it will comply with the restrictions and 
requirements set forth in this letter agreement ("Letter Agreement"): 

2. Services. UPS shall provide transportation and delivery services via UPS 2nd Day Air@ service, for
origins and destinations within the U.S for packages containing Handguns ("Services"), subject to the
terms set forth in this Letter Agreement. "Handgun" for purposes of this Letter Agreement shall have the
same meaning as set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 921(29).

These shipments are billable, paid, legal transaction between a consumer and an FFL dealer and billed to 
the Guns.com shipper number. Guns.com has the FFL information on file and is responsible for the FFL 
Compliance. The shipper does not need to provide the counter proof of this FFL License, as Guns.com is 
the party responsible for remaining compliant. The only time a customer needs to provide proof of an 
FFL is when they are paying for shipping at the counter, not when dropping off the package using a 
prepaid label. 

This has been cleared with UPS Security, but if you have questions please reach out to me in order to get 
this package moving and avoid delays. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Briggs 

Area Sales Manager 

jasonbriggs@ups.com 

612-270-5414




